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Rising Star: Public Cloud Transformation Services

RISING STAR: MINDTREE
Overview
Mindtree is an IT outsourcing and managed services provider, co-headquartered in Warren, New Jersey and
Bangalore, Karnataka. The firm has more than 1,000 certified FTEs and close to 2,000 engineers to support
cloud services for clients in 12 different industries. It has a strong focus in the media and telecom industries,
followed by the retail and travel and transportation sectors. It is an AWS advanced consulting partner and a
Microsoft Azure strategic partner.

Caution
Although Mindtree has top levels of partnership with Microsoft Azure, it is
still lagging with AWS. The firm is in the process of acquiring the AWS Premier
Consulting partnership certification.

Strengths
Serverless offering: Mindtree leverages serverless platforms to solve business challenges and offers
serverless computing solutions in two forms. One is Service Design, which is leveraged for uninformed
consumption mostly for the CIO group and includes compute services like functions, data services like
Cosmos, DynamoDB, integration services like SNS, ServiceBus, etc. The second is Solution Design, which uses a
serverless platform for greenfield and modernizing applications as an offering to the CTO group.
Strong AWS and Azure capabilities: Mindtree has significant experience in migrating applications to Azure
environment. The firm has a special relationship with Azure and is a Gold certified partner with Gold cloud
platform competencies, including advanced specializations like Kubernetes. It has a joint go-to-market strategy
with both AWS and Azure across geographies and co-sells propositions for their services and platforms. The
firm has been recognized as a Microsoft innovation partner last year.
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Mindtree’s “Born Digital” approach has helped the firm
gain a prominent position in the market. Its strong
partnerships with hyperscalers and various automation
initiatives for migration have enabled it to grow
drastically in this space.

